Abstract. The yield of wide angle bremsstrahlung photons produced by 120 GeV muons incident on a liquid hydrogen target has been measured in the kinematic range 0.3 < y < 0.8 and 0.02 < x < 0.15. These measurements have been compared with the predictions of the standard treatment of radiative corrections and no inconsistencies found in this kinematic range.
Introduction
The counting rate observed in a deep-inelastic charged lepton scattering experiment is usually corrected for the possible radiation of real photons by the incident or the scattered lepton in order to extract the singlephoton exchange cross-section. The radiation of such photons implies that the observed 4-momentum transfer derived from the kinematics of the leptons may be grossly different from the 4-momentum transfer to the target nucleon. A particularly significant contribution to the measured cross-sect/on in the deep inelastic region comes from events where an elastic scatter from * Now also at Facult6 de Sciences, Universit6 de Marseille-Aix II, France ** Now at Junta de Energla Nuclear, Madrid, Spain *** Now at RheinmetaI1, D-4000 Dtisseldorf, Federal Republic of Germany + Now at Central Research Institute for Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary 1 CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland the nucleon is accompanied by the radiation of a real photon which carries almost all the measured energy loss, v, of the lepton. This leads to the so-called elastic radiative tail and may account for a large fraction of the measured cross-section in certain kinematic regions, principally at high y=v/E b .... and low x = Q2/2mv. The procedure for obtaining the true, nonradiative, cross-section therefore involves significant corrections and it is essential that these are well understood if a measurement of the nucleon structure function is to be made with a precision of a few percent.
In principle the radiative corrections are calculable by standard perturbative QED methods; these necessarily involve the use of some approximations, for instance that the radiation of single photons is the dominant process. The data from most deep-inelastic charged lepton scattering experiments are corrected using the single photon emission formulae of Tsai [1] . Recently, however, calculations by Chahine [-2] which include multiphoton emission have suggested that at high energies and in the extreme kinematic regions of high y and low x the standard radiative corrections may be in error by large factors. It is therefore important to verify the corrections which are applied. In this experiment it has been possible to measure the yield of hard photons and obtain a check on the method of calculation of radiative corrections. Wideangle bremsstrahlung production by electrons has previously been measured in order to check the va- 
Apparatus
The EMC Forward Spectrometer, which is situated in the M2 muon beam line of the CERN SPS, is described in some detail elsewhere [6] ; for the analysis of the data presented here the most important component is the lead-scintillator calorimeter. It is sketched in Fig. 1 . This calorimeter is divided into two halves which are disposed symmetrically with respect to the transmitted muon beam. Each half consists of three modules, the two downstream modules being used for hadron detection. The upstream module is composed of lead sheets interleaved with blades of 1 cm thick plastic scintillator to a total depth of 20 radiation lengths, the effective radiation length of the composite being ~ 1.6cm. The scintillator blades are 28 cm wide and 2.8 m long; they are oriented alternately vertically and horizontally and the six blades of each view are coupled to a single photomultiplier. This interleaving samples an electromagnetic shower equally in the two views and allows the division of the active area into 100 square elements of 28 x 28 cm. The sampling equality enables the pattern recognition of multiple shower events to be attempted. The large element size prohibits the resolution of the individual photons from ~o or ~ decays. The calorimeter was situated downstream of the spectrometer magnet, approximately 13 m from the end of the 6m liquid-hydrogen target and provided almost full coverage of the downstream aperture of the magnet. The principal insensitive region was defined by the 12.5 cm radius beam hole and a narrow vertical strip between the two halves. The relative calibrations of the scintillator elements and the correction factors
Data Selection
The data presented here were obtained from a flux of 1.74 x 1011 120 GeV positive muons incident upon the hydrogen target. After reconstruction of the scattered muons in the wire-chambers of the Forward Spectrometer and the imposition of the kinematic cuts t Q2>I.0GeV2 and p,>20GeV to remove backgrounds from #-e scatters and meson decays there remained ~ 98,000 events with well-measured incident and scattered muons, and a reconstructed vertex.
Radiative correction calculations [1] predict that hard Bremsstrahlung photons will be emitted predominantly in the directions of the incoming muon, Pu, and r ! the apparent virtual photon, q = p,-p,, where p, is the scattered muon momentum vector -the so-called "s"
and "t" peaks. Figure 2 shows the predicted angular distribution of photons with z = E~/v > 0.8 in the region 0.6<y<0.7 and 0.02<x<0.06. The real photons are emitted within a few milliradians of the s-and tdirections. In this kinematic region the angle of the apparent virtual photon with respect to the incoming muon, 0~,, is small, e.g. 0~,-~ 18 mr for y = 0.65, x = 0.04 and a muon beam energy of 120GeV. This angle decreases with increasing y and decreasing x, and for a fixed y and x decreases as the square root of the beam energy. Such an angle corresponds to a transverse distance of ~ 28 cm at the front face of the calorimeter; a measurement of the photon angular distribution is clearly not possible in this apparatus. It is therefore necessary to put further selections on the events to ensure a reliable measurement of the photon yield. From the sample described above, events have been further selected where the apparent virtual photon vector, q, projects onto the calorimeter at least 2 cm from any scintillator edge or dead region. This requirement then effectively defines the kinematic range in which there is a good chance that a hard photon
